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Abstract—With the explosive growth of multicore and GPUbased computing, accompanied by the long-predicted demise of
Moore’s law, there has been an increasing interest in expanding
the breadth and scope of undergraduate instruction in concurrent
and distributed computing. We describe our plans for exploiting
heterogeneous parallel computing architectures for developing
an educational simulator for neuromorphic computing. We also
report on our experience as early adopters of the NSF/IEEETCPP CDER curriculum on Parallel and Distributed computing
for Fall 2014 at the University of Central Florida. We include
a brief overview of how our courses cover the theoretical
and practical aspects of parallel computing, and describe the
hardware and software infrastructure used for instruction and
research at our institution.

I.

E ARLY ADOPTER EXPERIENCE

The University of Central Florida (UCF) is the second
largest university in the country in terms of student enrollment,
with more than 59,000 students registering during Spring 2014.
In the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS)
department at UCF, we are keenly aware of the stagnation in
processor clock speeds that is testing the limits of traditional
sequential computing and the accompanying growth in distributed, parallel and multicore computing [1]. We are committed to increasing the exposure of our computer science and engineering students to high-performance computing (HPC) and
parallel and distributed computing (PDC) tools. Over the last
few semesters, we have been actively incorporating HPC and
PDC modules in our undergraduate and graduate algorithms
courses, and upper level undergraduate programming and data
structures courses. We have also been successfully using bigdata problems to motivate students about the importance of
parallelism and concurrency, both in theory and practice [2].
Another area that we have focused on is the use of HPC
in building, analyzing and validating stochastic computational
models [3]. We have used PDC tools and techniques for
machine learning statistical models from big data, developing
dynamical graphs from structured data, for synthesizing unknown parameters in computational models in control systems
and computational systems biology, and to detect communities
in evolving complex networks.
For both research and pedagogical purposes, we have
made extensive use of parallel programming platforms for
simulating models of ordinary differential equations, stochastic
differential equations and agent-based models. As a group

that specializes in formal methods and model validation and
verification, we have used HPC techniques on heterogeneous
architectures for giving statistical solutions to various probabilistic model checking problems.
In this semester’s graduate algorithms course, we are
emphasizing parallel algorithms, P-completeness and #Pcompleteness, parallel graph algorithms and neuromorphic
computing architectures. The research problems that we are
encouraging students to think about include parallel stochastic
simulation, simulation of agent-based models over heterogeneous architectures and the use of parallelism for discovery of
parameters in probabilistic models.
This summer, NVIDIA selected UCF as a “2014 CUDA
Teaching Center” to help promote parallel computing education, and has donated 5 GeForce GTX780s CUDA-capable
GPUs and 1 high-end Tesla K40 GPU as well as instructional
material in the form of books, slides and lab exercises, access
to webinars and promised support for a Teaching Assistant
(TA). The EECS department has purchased an educational
GPU server that hosts the GPUs given by NVIDIA, and
supports two 10-hour TAs with accompanying tuition waivers
for core courses that teach parallel and CUDA programming.
Our students have also been able to use the Little Fe1 portable
GPU cluster that we received at the HPC educator’s workshop
co-located with the 2012 Supercomputing Conference.
II.

N EUROMORPHIC COMPUTING

The construction of a memristor by researchers from HP
labs in 2008 [4] has led to an explosion of interest in research
in the area [5]. The memristor is a passive, two terminal device
that is capable of “remembering” the amount of current that
last flowed through it and was hypothesized by Leon Chua in
his now widely-known 1971 paper [6]. Over the last five years,
there has been a flurry of papers on memristor-based computing in both the popular and scientific press [5]. Memristor have
been used for performing arithmetic operations, implementing
logical operators for image processing applications [7] and in
many other areas [5].
One potential application of memristors deserves special
emphasis: the possibility of using memristor based circuits
to model the behavior of the human brain [8] due to the
1 http://littlefe.net/ – “Parallel and Cluster Computing Education On The
Move”

property of memristors of behaving like neuronal synapses [9].
Memristor-based technologies have the potential to radically
alter the electronics and computing world and cause a seminal
shift in the design of computing architecture away from the
von Neuman stored program model. The non-volatile storage
market is already seeing stamp-sized storage devices that can
store up to 1 terabyte of data [10] and complete systems that
function with this new paradigm are expected to be available
within a decade [11].
Memristor circuits usually come in the form of crossbars –
two perpendicular arrays of parallel wires with a switch located
at each intersection point that acts as a storage system that
represents the ON state when closed (by applying a positive
voltage) and OFF otherwise [5]. The importance of tools for
the simulation and analysis of crossbar designs for memristive
systems and networks is likely to grow exponentially over the
next decade [12].
We believe that heterogeneous parallel computing platforms should be exploited to build emulators that will be
capable of analyzing the behavior of large memristor crossbar
designs. We will focus on “neuromorphic computing” [13] –
an emerging area that seeks to use memristor-based circuits to
model the behavior of the human brain and hence aid in the
study of computational neuroscience.

We will continue our emphasis on PDC instruction for
undergraduate and graduate students. In Spring 2014, we will
teach a graduate level complexity theory course that will cover
the PRAM model and complexity of parallel version of many
commonly known algorithms. In addition to discussing timespace complexity, decidability, reducibility and intractability
this course will also include a module on randomized algorithms that will introduce students to the complexity class ZPP,
RP and RNC. We will document all instructional material and
course related-information, collect student evaluations for each
course, and report to them to the CDER center.
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